'I Have Done My Duty': Florence Nightingale in the Crimean War 1954-56 S M Goldie (ed) pp 326 £12.95 ISBN 0-7190-1960 -5 Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1989 Florence Nightingale was a prolific letter writer. Despite a hectically busy life, hardly a day passed when she did not write or dictate lengthy epistles, both official and personal, of a forthright and often entertaining character. Fortunately, more than 13000 have survived and of these some 300 relate to her Crimean War experience. It is these which have now been skilfully selected and edited by Sue Goldie, whose introduction and commentaries provide a useful backcloth to the unfolding drama. This collection of letters, primary source material, constitutes a unique personal history of the Crimean War seen through the eyes of a perspicacious, strong minded and fearless woman.
When William Howard Russell's Sebastopol despatches appeared in The Times, informing the nation ofthe dreadful condition of the soldiers in the Crimea, Florence Nightingale and her gallant band of nurses set out immediately for Turkey. On arrival at the Barrack Hospital at Scutari (Uskudar), she was appalled at the poor medical, surgical and nursing arrangements and set about improving them. Shortly after arrival she wrote to a surgical friend in London:
'But Oh! you gentlemen of England, who sit at home in all the well earned satisfaction of your successful cases, can have little idea from reading the newspapers, of the horror and misery (in a military hospital) of operating on these dying and exhausted men -a London hospital is a garden of flowers compared to it ... ' At first, Florence Nightingale herself slaved away in the wards, nursing 12 to 15 hours a day. Later, she turned her attention to reorganizing hospital administration, which brought down upon her the wrath of the Army medical establishment who considered her an interferring, aggressive and arrogant woman, protected by her connections with highly placed politicians in London. She did not pull her punches in her assessment of medical personnel. Writing to her friend, Sidney Herbert, Secretary at War, she declared: 'I shall make no further remarks about him than that he is a fossil of the pure old Red Sandstone. We shall get no reform out of him'.
She seemed almost to enjoy her tussles with the Army medical establishment. On Christmas day 1854, she wrote to Sidney Herbert in lighter vein: '... You shall judge for yourself, such a tempest has been brewed in this little pint-pot as you could have no idea of. But I, like the ass, have put on the lion's skin and when I have once done that (poorme, who never affronted anyone before>, I can bray so loud that I shall be heard, I am afraid, as far as England'. This lighter side of her character was further illustrated in a letter written in Balaclava to her father, which ends: 'I should like to have please, a Cuckoo Clock sent for this hospital as a present for Mrs Stewart, send it to me in Scutari. It must make a noise -not a little silvery voice like mine'.
More importantly, the corpus of the Crimea letters reveals a burning desire to improve the lot of the sick and wounded soldiers in her charge and also demonstrates a remarkable administrative flair and attention to practical detail.
This volume is one of a series and further volumes of edited letters dealing with other phases of Florence Nightingale's life are planned. If they maintain the high standard set by the present volume, we may look forward with pleasure to the rest of the series. A SAKULA
President Section of History of Medicine
A History of Immunology Arthur M Silverstein pp 422 $39.95 ISBN 0-12-643770-X San Diego: Academic Press, 1989 I was recently examining a candidate for a PhD degree in immunology. The thesis was excellent, up to date and on the cutting edge of the subject. The candidate gave an extremely good defence of her thesis. However, she was woefully deficient in her knowledge of the history of immunology. This is an experience Arthur Silverstein also cites in his preface to this book, regarding a manuscript for a learned journal. As a result, he has written this book with young research workers in mind, to inform them of all the research that has gone into the study of immunology since the introduction of inoculation as a prophylactic measure in the first decades of the 18th century.
The book is particularly strong on the controversies that raged over the respective merits of cellular and humoral immunity between the Schools of Metchnikoff, Ehrlich and Bordet during the early years of this century. It is salutary to learn that the concept of idiotypes and anti-idiotypes, so popular in recent years, is inherent in Ehrlich's side chain theory of 1897, which itself was also the first natural selection theory of antibody formation preceding Jerne and Burnet by half a century. However, the French School was unable to communicate with the German School as they used a totally different nomenclature for the same phenomena. The history of immunology is divided into a golden age which lasted until the end of the First World War, the dark ages which corresponded to the inter war period, and the renaissance of immunobiology after the Second World War. This is attributed to the stimulus of transplantation biology. Now we are in a fourth era, . that of molecular immunology, which one hopes will be tackled in the next edition of this outstanding book. J L TuRK Professor of Pathology Royal College of Surgeons
